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Compacted Self-Assembly Graphene with Hydrogen
Plasma Surface Modification for Robust Artificial Electronic
Synapses of Gadolinium Oxide Memristors
Ya-Ting Chan, Yi Fu, Lu Yu, Feng-Yu Wu, Ho-Wei Wang, Ting-Han Lin,
Shun-Hsiang Chan, Ming-Chung Wu, and Jer-Chyi Wang*
increasing the requirements of smart
data computing and storage. However,
for the conventional von Neumann computer architecture, owing to the separation between memory and computation
functions, the data calculation rules and
transmission speed between the central
processing unit and memory segments
limit the overall efficiency and computation time and dissipate a high processing
power, which cannot satisfy the scenario
of real-time applications.[1] By contrast,
the human brain is a complex organ composed of ≈100 billion neurons and 60 trillion synapses with an average consumed
power of ≈20 W and superior learning and
cognitive abilities.[2] Therefore, an entirely
new architecture concept of artificial intelligence (AI) has to be proposed to solve
the limitations of latency and the issues
of power consumption. For this purpose,
deep learning is the core of AI based on
the artificial neural networks, which is
designed to mimic how the brain works.
The neural networks consist of synapses,
neurons, pulsed neural networks, perceptual systems, and so on. To simulate
synapses, some nonvolatile memory devices have been proposed such as floating-gate (FG) flash memory, phase-change
memory (PCM), memristor in resistive random-access memory
(RRAM), and ferroic tunnel junctions.[3–6] Since the scaling of

The rise of artificial intelligence and Internet of Things has led to an
increase in the demand for a large amount of data computing in recent
years. To fulfill the requirements of neuromorphic engineering, a promising
system composed of artificial neurons and synapses has to be developed.
Here, a cheap and mass-productive compacted self-assembly (CSA)
graphene with hydrogen (H2) plasma surface modification is used as the
bottom electrode (BE) of gadolinium oxide (GdxOy) memristors to emulate
the robust synapses in neuromorphic systems. As the plasma treatment
time increases, the increased resistance ratio and reduced operating
voltages of GdxOy memristors are obtained, which can be attributed to the
removal of functional groups on graphene flakes and the enhancement
in the redox reaction of CSA graphene during the resistive switching. The
GdxOy memristors with a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene
BE present outstanding reliabilities of data retention for more than 104
s and cycling operation up to 150 times. Additionally, superior bionic
characteristics with more adjustable synaptic weight and more harmonious
spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) behaviors of GdxOy memristors
with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs are achieved, providing
an opportunity for the applications in future neuromorphic computing
systems.

1. Introduction
Science and technology have progressed rapidly in recent
years with the upcoming big data and Internet of Things era,
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device dimensions, the ultrathin tunneling oxide in FG flash
memory encounters significant gate leakage current and the
heat generated by the programmed PCM unit deteriorates the
neighbor reset cell, leading to poor reliability properties.[7–10]
Additionally, ferroic tunnel junctions suffer from the limitations of film deposition such as a small uniform area, low deposition rate, high deposition temperature, and incompatibility
with a CMOS process.[6] Hence, memristor has been considered as the most promising candidate to realize the AI hardware which is similar to a human brain structure.
Memristors with a simple metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure are used to imitate synapse which is sandwiched between
the axons of presynaptic cells and the cell bodies or dendrites
of postsynaptic cells. Further, memristors can be operated by
external stimulation, i.e., voltage sweep or pulse-bias operation, to regulate the movement of ions in resistive switching
(RS) layer, which changes the resistance. This process resembles the release of neurotransmitters by presynaptic neurons,
acting on receptors in postsynaptic neurons by diffusion and by
different amounts of receiving; hence, the connection strength
(weight) between the synapses can be modulated. In consequence, memristors attract much attention to achieve electronic synapses in artificial neural networks. For the RS layer
of memristors, transition metal oxides (TaOx, TiO2, NiO, and
CuxO),[11–14] wide bandgap dielectrics (HfO2, ZrO2, AlOx, and
GdxOy),[15–18] and perovskites (MAPbI3 and CsPbI3)[19–23] have
been extensively employed and proposed to exhibit low operating voltages, high operating speeds, high potential for scalability, bistable RS behavior, and good data retention properties.
The RS mechanism is associated with the formation and rupture of conductive filaments (CFs), which can be repeatedly and
cyclically operated by applying external stimuli for digital and
analog RS operations. In general, the analog-type RS behavior
of memristors is suggested to be applied in neuromorphic computing systems.[24–28]
Recently, owing to their unique properties, 2D materials have
been widely employed in memristors for the enhancement in
memory characteristics, the application in flexible electronics,
and the reduction in power consumption for neuromorphic
computing.[29] Among these materials, graphene, a 2D material, has caught everyone’s eyes for its outstanding material
properties such as strikingly high room-temperature mobility,
high electrical and thermal conductivities, high mechanical
strength, and high elasticity.[30–33] Because of these superior
behaviors, graphene has been utilized as electrodes in various
memory devices including PCMs, ferroelectric memories,
flash memories, and RRAMs.[34–37] As regards graphene-based
RRAMs, Zhao et al. proposed a highly transparent memory
device with a multilayer graphene (MLG)/Dy2O3/indiumtin-oxide structure, demonstrating a typical filamentary conduction
with a unipolar RS behavior and creating an oxygen-graphene
layer during the device operation.[38] Furthermore, the RS in
Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (PCMO) devices with the electrodes of MLG
was examined, which can be ascribed to the formation and dissolution of oxygenated graphene at MLG/PCMO interface.[39] It
has been reported that if MLG with defects or carbon quantum
dots were placed between the electrode and RS layer of memristors, the carbon atoms can drift into the RS layer to form carbon
conductive filaments.[40,41] Nevertheless, these studies did not
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investigate the plasma treatment on graphene electrodes and
discuss its influences on RS behaviors by redox reaction mechanism and biomimetic properties as well. As we know, chemical-vapor-deposited (CVD) graphene has been extensively used
in a variety of fields, but it is too expensive to be applied in semiconductor manufacturing.[42] In this study, a cheap, high-directivity, and easy mass-production compacted self-assembly (CSA)
graphene is explored to be the bottom electrode (BE) of memristors, which has not been proposed before. To obtain better electrical properties of CSA graphene, H2 plasma treatment was performed to hydrogenate the basal plane and passivate the defects
of the film. The hydrogenated CSA graphene was analyzed by
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), atomic
force microscopy (AFM), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Kelvin
probe force microscopy (KPFM), and Raman spectroscopy. Furthermore, the gadolinium oxide (GdxOy) memristors with H2
plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs were fabricated to
manifest outstanding memory and biomimetic characteristics
for the applications in future artificial neural networks.

2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Material Analyses of CSA Graphene
The CSA graphene was synthesized by Langmuir Blodgett
method,[43] as shown in Figure 1a,b. The graphene solution
with graphene flakes in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was
blended with deionized (DI) water to speed up the volatilization
of NMP. Then, the PET substrate was directly immersed in the
mixed solution and pulled away from the solution to successfully form the graphene-coated PET substrate. By applying the
drying apparatus to desorb the DI water and NMP solvent and
repeating the entire procedures for at least 300 times, a CSA
graphene film thickness of approximately 30 µm was achieved.
Finally, a roller was pressed on the CSA graphene to compact
the sheets for a final film thickness of approximately 15 µm on
the PET substrate, which was examined by the cross-sectional
SEM image as shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. More details about the synthesis of CSA graphene can be
obtained in our previous study.[44] Further, the CSA graphene
films were treated by H2 plasma at a platen radio frequency (rf)
power of 50 W for 1, 5, 10, and 15 min in an inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) system to modify the film surface (Figure 1c).
The surface morphologies of H2 plasma surface modified CSA
graphene films were investigated and are shown in FE-SEM
images of Figure 2. With the increase in H2 plasma modification time, the images of CSA graphene films become darker,
i.e., more conductive, and more uniform, as proposed by
Wu et al.[45] The conductive nature indicates that the H2 plasma
surface modification can passivate the functional groups
on graphene flakes. Nevertheless, when the treatment time
increases to 15 min, the FE-SEM image becomes a little bit
brighter, i.e., less conductive, and less uniform. The change can
be ascribed to the damage of H2 plasma treatment on the CSA
graphene film, which was confirmed by the surface roughness
of AFM images (Figure S2, Supporting Information). For the
CSA graphene films, the surface roughness was ≈17.5–19.8 nm,
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Figure 1. Fabrication procedures of the GdxOy memristors with CSA graphene BEs. a) Self-assembly graphene transferred onto the PET substrate,
b) self-assembly graphene pressed by a roller, c) H2 plasma treatment on CSA graphene film, and d) schematic diagram of the GdxOy memristors with
CSA graphene BEs.

which is smaller than the thickness of the GdxOy film, except
for the film with H2 plasma surface modification for 15 min.
This means that the H2 plasma can effectively passivate the
functional groups on graphene flakes with nearly no influence
on the surface roughness. However, if the H2 plasma treatment
time is longer than 15 min, there will be some plasma damage
on the CSA graphene, giving rise to a rougher film surface of
27.7 nm. Therefore, with an appropriate H2 plasma modification time, the hydrogenation of the basal plane of graphene
flakes can enhance the carrier conductivity of CSA graphene
films without any extra damage for better memory and biomimetic performances, which will be discussed later.

Figure 3a shows the Raman spectra of CSA graphene films
with different H2 plasma modification times. Three distinct
peaks at 1363, 1583, and 2743 cm−1 corresponding to D, G, and
2D bands of CSA graphene films, respectively, were obtained.
It can be found that, with the increase in H2 plasma modification time, the D band increases gradually with a negligible
change in 2D band. Thus, the intensity ratio of D band to 2D
band (ID/I2D) was calculated and is increased from 0.08 to 1.69
because of the removal of functional groups on graphene flakes
and the damage induced by H2 plasma treatment. To confirm
the changes in chemical structure, the FTIR spectra of CSA graphene films with different H2 plasma modification times were

Figure 2. FE-SEM images of CSA graphene films a) without and with H2 plasma surface modification for b) 1, c) 5, d) 10, and e) 15 min.
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Figure 3. a) Raman spectra, b) FTIR, and c) XPS O 1s spectra of CSA graphene films with different H2 plasma modification times; d) a cumulative
distribution of the proportion of each peak from (c); statistical distributions of e) CPD and f) resistivity and mobility of CSA graphene films with different H2 plasma modification times via KPFM and Hall measurement, respectively. The CPD images of all samples are shown in the inset figure of (e).

explored and are presented in Figure 3b. It can be observed that
the intensity of oxygen functional groups in CO stretching
vibrations at 1627 cm−1, carboxyl OCO at 1405 cm−1, epoxide
COC at 1230–1320 cm−1, CO stretching vibrations at
1084 cm−1, and OH stretching vibrations at 948 cm−1 decreases
with the increase in H2 plasma modification time.[46,47] These
observations suggest that the H2 plasma surface modification
can remove the oxygen functional groups on CSA graphene
flakes, leading to the increase in the intensity of sp2-hybridized
CC in-plane vibrations at 1554 cm−1 and CH bending at
1375 cm−1.[48] In addition, the O 1s peaks of CSA graphene films
examined by XPS are shown in Figure 3c. In this figure, the
CO (532 eV), OH (533 eV), and COC (534.4 eV) groups
were observed[49,50] and the peak-area-ratios (PARs) of each
peak were calculated and are presented in the cumulative distribution of Figure 3d. For the samples with more H2 plasma
surface modification, the percentages of PARs of the functional
group-related bonds, i.e., CO and COC bonds, decrease
from 48% to 25%, proving that the H2 plasma surface modification can passivate the functional groups on graphene flakes.
Figure S3 in the Supporting Information shows the C 1s peaks
of all samples. Three main peaks at 284.6, 286.2, and 289.4 eV
are belonging to the CC, COC, and CO configurations,
respectively.[51] The percentages of PARs of the functional
group-related bonds decrease with the increase in H2 plasma
modification time, which is consistent with that of the O 1s
peaks. Further, the N 1s peaks of all samples were also investigated and are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. Compared with those modified by H2 plasma, the pristine
CSA graphene sheet presents a significant peak at ≈399.8 eV,
which can be assigned to pyrrolic nitrogen, i.e., the residues of
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NMP solvent.[52] To further identify the influence of H2 plasma
surface modification on CSA graphene sheets, the KPFM measurements was applied to measure the contact potential difference (CPD) between the reference tip and surface potential of
the samples with the relationship shown in Equation (1)[53]
CPD =

φtip − φsample
e

(1)

where φtip and φsample are the work functions of the reference tip
and sample respectively, and e is the charge of an electron. Prior
to the measurement, the work function of the Pt/Ir coated tip was
calibrated by gold reference sample and found to be approximately
5.0 eV. Figure 3e shows the CPD images and their statistical distributions of CSA graphene films with different H2 plasma modification times. Five batches of more than ten devices for each of the five
samples were used to obtain the statistical distributions. Compared
with the pristine CSA graphene sheet, there is an obvious decrease
in CPD value, i.e., a higher work function, of the samples with
H2 plasma surface modification, which is consistent with the previous study for the modification of PEDOT:PSS films using NMP
solvent.[54] This circumstance can be speculated that the residual
NMP is a strongly polar solvent with lots of CH3 bonds to modify
the work function of pristine CSA graphene films.[55–57] It is worth
noting that with the increase in H2 plasma modification time, the
CPD increases gradually, i.e., the decrease in work function of CSA
graphene films, owing to the removal of functional groups and
the introduction of hydrogen bonds by H2 plasma.[58,59] Figure 3f
shows the Hall mobility and resistivity of CSA graphene films with
H2 plasma surface modification. The resistivity of CSA graphene
films first decreases gradually and then increases dramatically
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with the increase in H2 plasma modification time. The decrease
and increase in resistivity can be attributed to the removal of
the functional groups on graphene flakes and the excessive
damage of H2 plasma respectively, which are in agreement with
the results presented in FE-SEM images (Figure 2) and lead to the
changes in Hall mobility of CSA graphene films accordingly, as
revealed in Figure 3f.
2.2. Memory Behaviors and RS Mechanisms
To fabricate the GdxOy memristors on a PET substrate, a shallow
mask was applied and the GdxOy RS layer and the Ir top electrode (TE) layer were deposited by rf sputtering on the H2 plasma
surface modified CSA graphene BEs to form the Ir/GdxOy/CSA
graphene devices, as shown in Figure 1d. Figure 4a displays
the typical current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of the GdxOy

memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene
BEs. To operate the devices, a forming process is needed to
induce a conductive pathway, as shown in Figure S5a in the Supporting Information. After forming, all samples show a bipolar
RS behavior with cyclically operation. When a bias is applied
on the Ir TE, a gradual RS change in I–V curves is observed. It
should be noted that the RS behavior of the GdxOy memristors
with CSA graphene BEs is different from that of the traditional
filament-type RRAMs, which present an abrupt RS.[60,61] Thus, we
can suggest that the RS may be derived from the redox reaction at
the elicited CSA graphene, especially the films after the removal
of functional groups by the H2 plasma surface modification. The
gradual current change with the increase in voltage sweeping
reveals the capacity for the applications in artificial neural networks, which will be discussed later. To analyze the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs, the
statistical distributions of the operating voltages, resistances at

Figure 4. a) Typical I–V characteristics and b) statistical distributions of the resistances at HRS and LRS, and resistance ratio of the GdxOy memristors
with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs; c) Sinh−1 J versus voltage curves at positive TE bias of HRS and d) ln(J) versus 1/E curves at positive TE bias of HRS for the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs; e) Data retention and f) endurance characteristics
of the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs.
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high resistance state (HRS) and low resistance state (LRS), and
the resistance ratio are shown in Figure S5b in the Supporting
Information and Figure 4b, respectively. The operating voltages
first decrease and then increase for the samples with the increase
in H2 plasma modification time. The reduction of operating voltages is resulted from an easier redox operation of the devices after
the removal of functional groups by an appropriate H2 plasma
surface modification, contributing to a higher and lower resistance value at HRS and LRS respectively, as proved in Figures 2
and 3. For the samples with an excessive H2 plasma surface
modification of 15 min, the plasma damage on the CSA graphene
occurs, contributing to a higher resistance of graphene films, i.e.,
higher resistance value at LRS, for an arduous operation. Under
such high resistance of CSA graphene BEs, it is much more difficult to reset the devices because of the decrease in the voltage
drop across the RS layer, giving rise to the low resistance at HRS.
Afterward, to confirm the redox operation of the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs, the
conductive mechanisms are examined by analyzing the I–V characteristics. Figure 4c depicts the inverse hyperbolic sine function
of current density (sinh−1 J) as a function of the applied voltage
of all samples at HRS under a low electric field. A linear fit of
the curves means that the dominant carrier transport mechanism
of the GdxOy memristors with CSA graphene BEs is direct tunneling (DT), which can be related to the formation of an oxidized
graphene at the CSA graphene surface. On the other hand, under
a high electric field, a linear fit of the curves of the natural log of
current density (ln J) as a function of the reciprocal of the electric
field (1/E) of all samples at HRS was obtained and is shown in
Figure 4d, indicating the dominant carrier transport mechanism
of trap-assisted-tunneling (TAT). Thus, with the increase in H2
plasma modification time, the functional groups on graphene
flakes are effectively removed and the CSA graphene film surface
is easily to be redox as an oxidized graphene layer, responsible for
the enhanced fitting of DT (Figure 4c). In addition, for the GdxOy
memristors with CSA graphene BEs at LRS, a linear relationship
of the current as a function of the applied voltage in double linear
scale was observed (Figure S6, Supporting Information), implying
that the dominant carrier transport mechanism of all samples at
LRS is ohmic conduction. To identify the conductive filament,
the temperature dependence of resistance at LRS for the GdxOy
memristors with a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified CSA
graphene BE was examined, as shown in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information. The thermal coefficient of resistance at LRS
was extracted and is found to be approximately −1.05 × 10−2 K−1,
indicating the conductive filament of oxygen vacancies as proposed in our previous work.[62] Figure 4e shows the retention
properties of the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene BEs at room temperature. The resistance at LRS and HRS was measured at a 0.1 V reading voltage.
In this figure, all samples can maintain a stable resistance ratio
of approximately three orders of magnitude for more than 104 s.
Moreover, the cycling endurance tests of all samples were measured and are presented in Figure 4f. For the GdxOy memristors
with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs, a robust
cycling RS behavior can be achieved; particularly, the samples
with a 10 min H2 plasma surface modification can sustain cycling
operations between LRS and HRS for more than 150 cycles. Nevertheless, the samples with a longer H2 plasma modification time
Adv. Mater. Interfaces 2020, 2000860

present an early failure at HRS because of the plasma damage
induced voltage drop at CSA graphene films, making the reduction of oxidized graphene difficult.
Figure 5a–c illustrates the RS mechanisms of the GdxOy memristors with CSA graphene BEs. After the forming process, some
oxygen ions were drifted from the GdxOy RS layer toward the Ir
TE and the oxygen vacancies were left behind to form a conductive
pathway between the TE and BE (from Figure 5a,b), giving rise
to the resistance change from HRS to LRS. By applying a negative TE bias, the oxygen ions were drifted toward the BE, i.e., CSA
graphene; simultaneously, some ions were recombined with the
oxygen vacancies and others were reacted with the CSA graphene
to form an oxidized graphene layer, as shown in Figure 5c. As a
result, the change of resistance state back to the HRS is observed.
Subsequently, if a positive TE bias was applied, the oxygen ions
were drifted toward the Ir TE with a reduction of the oxidized
graphene layer and a formation of conductive pathway by oxygen
vacancies (Figure 5b), contributing to a resistance change to the
LRS. Furthermore, to verify the RS mechanisms of the GdxOy
memristors with CSA graphene BEs, the area dependence of the
resistance at HRS and LRS for all samples was analyzed and is
presented in Figure S8 in the Supporting Information. It can
be seen that at LRS, there is no correlation between the resistance value and device area because of the connection between
TE and BE through a conductive filament. On the other hand, at
HRS, the resistance value increases with the decrease in device
area, which can be ascribed to the oxidized graphene at the interface between the GdxOy RS layer and CSA graphene electrode.
Figure 5d–f represents the chemical structures of CSA graphene
flakes modified by H2 plasma. For the as-prepared CSA graphene
flake (Figure 5d), some functional groups at CSA graphene edge
and the residues of NMP solvent are illustrated, as confirmed
by FTIR, XPS, and KPFM analyses in Figure 3b–e, resulting in
a high resistance value of CSA graphene films. For the samples
with an appropriate H2 plasma surface modification, the functional groups and the residues of NMP solvent attached at the
CSA graphene flake were passivated (Figure 5e), reducing the
resistance of CSA graphene films, enhancing the RS behaviors of
GdxOy memristors, and introducing an additional RS mechanism
of graphene redox. However, for the CSA graphene with an excessive H2 plasma surface modification, some plasma damage was
introduced (Figure 5e), bringing about some defects and CH
bonds in the basal plane of graphene flakes and inducing the reliability issues as shown in Figure 4f.
2.3. Characteristics of Artificial Synapses
Because of the gradually change in current–voltage characteristics at both bias polarities of the GdxOy memristors with
H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs, as shown in
Figure 4a, a superior adoptability of the devices in artificial synapse is expected.[41,63,64] Consequently, the basic biomimetic
characteristics of potentiation, depression, and spike-timingdependent plasticity (STDP) for the GdxOy memristors with CSA
graphene BEs were measured and are presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6a,b shows the potentiation and depression processes of
the GdxOy memristors with a pristine and a 10 min H2 plasma
surface modified CSA graphene BEs, respectively. The devices
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Figure 5. Illustrations of RS mechanisms of the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs at a) initial state, b) LRS, and
c) HRS; the schematic diagrams of the passivation of functional groups on CSA graphene sheet d) without and with e) appropriate and f) excess H2
plasma surface modification.

were measured at the operating voltages of 6–10 and −6–10 V,
respectively, for the potentiation and depression. Pulses with a
width of 1 ms, matching the action potential of nerves,[65] were
applied on the Ir TE for 100 times continuously. Because the
GdxOy memristors with a pristine CSA graphene BE suffered
from an indistinguishable potentiation under a high current
operation (≈20 µA) (Figure S9, Supporting Information), a current of ≈2 and 20 µA was chosen for the observation of pulse
amplitude effect in potentiation and depression situations
respectively. In Figure 6, comparing to the samples with a pristine one, the GdxOy memristors with a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BE present a significant current
discrepancy between the value at initial and that after 100 cycles
of operation, regardless of the potentiation and depression processes. The current discrepancy of the GdxOy memristors with
H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs can be attributed
to the increment in redox sites on CSA graphene flakes by the
removal of functional groups through the H2 plasma treatment,
demonstrating the stable and reliable modulation for the applications in artificial synapses as shown in repeated potentiation and
depression characteristics of Figure S10 in the Supporting Information. The impact of spike durations on the potentiation and
depression processes of the GdxOy memristors with a 10 min H2
plasma surface modified CSA graphene BE was also examined
(Figure S11, Supporting Information) and is found to modify the
current significantly and stably, suitable for the applications in
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diverse neuromorphic synapses. Conversely, the samples with a
pristine CSA graphene BE show a less change in current at both
potentiation and depression processes because of the sparseness of redox sites, evoking a soft breakdown at high operating
voltages. Moreover, the STDP is a biological process that adjusts
the connection strength (weight) based on the relative timing
of pre- and postsynaptic spikes. Figure 6c,d presents the STDP
behaviors of the GdxOy memristors with a pristine and a 10 min
H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs, respectively.
The STDP rule which fits the change in synaptic weight for both
potentiation and depression by a hyperbolic exponential relationship is shown in Equation (2)[66]
∆w = A+ × exp ( ∆t /τ + ) , if ∆t < 0
and ∆w = A− × exp( ∆t /τ − ), if ∆t ≥0

(2)

where A+/A− and τ+/τ− are synaptic weight change factors and
time constants for potentiation and depression increment,
respectively. The parameter of w indicates the connection
strength between pre- and postsynaptic spikes. Additionally,
the meanings of A and τ are the maximum possible change in
synaptic weight change after the spike pair and the exponential decay, respectively.[67] The pre- and postsynaptic spikes were
applied on the TE and BE respectively with a fixed time interval
(Δt) of 1 ms. To detect the synaptic weight, a read voltage of
0.1 V was applied on the TE after each STDP test. In the case
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Figure 6. a) Potentiation and b) depression of the GdxOy memristors with a pristine and a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs
under continuous positive and negative voltage pulse stimulations with different pulse amplitudes, and STDP characteristics of the GdxOy memristors
with c) a pristine and d) a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified CSA graphene BEs. The schematic of biological synapse is shown in the inset of (d).

of the GdxOy memristors with a pristine CSA graphene BE,
the extracted parameters of A+/A− and τ+/τ− are 369.5/−110.9
and 0.68/−1.05, respectively. On the other hand, the extracted
parameters of the samples with a 10 min H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene BE are 62.5/−70.7 and 1.03/−1.14.
Bush et al. proposed that the ratio of integrals over potentiation
and depression windows (α) can be defined in Equation (3)[67]

α = ( A− × τ − ) /( A+ × τ + )

(3)

which indicates the dominance of inhibitory or excitatory
in synaptic behavior. It can be found that the α value of the
GdxOy memristors with a pristine CSA graphene BE is 0.46
(less than 1), indicating the dominant behavior is potentiation. In addition, the α value of the samples with a 10 min H2
plasma surface modified CSA graphene BE is 1.25, presenting
comparable abilities in potentiation and depression. To achieve
a harmonious behavior, the synaptic weight change factors
and time constants for potentiation and depression increment
should be equal, i.e., A+ = A− and τ+ = τ−, which can be obtained
for the GdxOy memristors with a 10 min H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene BE. The harmonious STDP curves
can implement the artificial synapses to exhibit remarkable
complementarity and further enhance the stability and accuracy of the neuromorphic computing system, as illustrated in
the schematic of biological synapse in the inset of Figure 6d.
Table S1 in the Supporting Information lists the performance
comparison between our study and some traditional artificial
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synapse devices. In this table, Liu et al. proposed an Al/AlOx/
graphene memristor with the α value of 1.27 but different synaptic weight change factors and time constants for potentiation
and depression,[68] implying an inharmonious STDP behavior.
Thus, with an appropriate H2 plasma surface modification, the
GdxOy memristors with CSA graphene BEs can demonstrate
superior biomimetic characteristics, suitable for the applications in future neurological systems.

3. Conclusion
The GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface modified
CSA graphene BEs were investigated. With an appropriate H2
plasma modification time, the hydrogenation of the basal plane
of graphene can remove the functional groups on graphene
flakes for better memory performances of low operating voltages, high resistance ratio, excellent data retention for more
than 104 s, and a good endurance of more than 150 cycles.
In addition, the GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene BEs can be applied in artificial synapses due to a progressive redox reaction for the achievement
in gradual current change under a sequential pulse voltage. The
GdxOy memristors with a 10 min H2 plasma surface modified
CSA graphene BE reveals outstanding bionic characteristics
such as more modulation in the synaptic weight and more harmonious in the STDP behavior, which can be applied in future
neuromorphic computing systems.
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4. Experimental Section

The voltage bias was applied on the Ir TE and the BE of CSA graphene
was definitely grounded.

Synthesis of CSA Graphene: First, the polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) substrate was treated by O2 plasma for 2 min to make the
substrate hydrophilic for a good adhesion of graphene flakes. Then, two
incompatible solutions were mixed together for the purpose of obtaining
the CSA graphene sheet on PET substrates. One is the graphene solution
configured by 100 mg mL−1 solvent with graphene flakes in NMP. Another
is the DI water at 80 °C which helps to speed up the volatilization of
NMP. With the mixture of these two solutions, the graphene flakes
concentrated and formed a uniform Langmuir monolayer (graphene
films) on the DI water surface. Due to the difference in surface tension
between NMP and DI water, the PET substrate was directly immersed
in the mixed solution and pulled away from the solution to successfully
form the graphene-coated PET substrate. After that, the samples were
baked at 150 °C using a drying apparatus to desorb the DI water and
solvent remained in graphene film (Figure 1a), achieving a CSA graphene
film thickness of ≈10–30 nm. By repeating the above processes for at
least 300 times using automatic equipment, a CSA graphene film with
the thickness of ≈30 µm was achieved. Finally, the CSA graphene film
was pressed by a roller to obtain a 15-µm-thick graphene sheet on the
PET substrate, as shown in Figure 1b.
Device Fabrication: The GdxOy memristors with H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene BEs were fabricated on a PET substrate. First,
the self-assembly graphene was transferred on the PET substrate and
compacted as the BE, as described in the previous section. Then, a
thermal evaporator with a pure Ni bullet (99.99%) was performed at
a process pressure of 10−3 mTorr to deposit a 50-nm-thick nickel (Ni)
film as not only the contact metal of CSA graphene films but also the
protection layer to avoid the probing issue during the measurement.
After that, some CSA graphene films were treated by H2 plasma at
a platen rf power of 50 W for 1, 5, 10, and 15 min in an ICP system
(Figure 1c), denoted as 1, 5, 10, and 15 min, respectively. Besides,
the sample without treatment was denoted as w/o. The coil rf power
of 300 W was used to generate the high-density plasma at a chamber
pressure of 300 mTorr. Subsequently, all samples were subjected to
sputtering in a cylindrical chamber with an 8-inch radius, 15-inch height,
and 3-inch throw distance between the target and the substrate. Prior
to the deposition, the background of the system was pumped down to
10−5 torr, and a 3-inch diameter GdxOy target was pre-cleaned using an
argon plasma for 10 min to remove the surface contaminant. Next, a
50-nm-thick GdxOy RS layer was deposited by rf sputtering at 10 mTorr
with an argon gas flow of 25 sccm. Finally, a 50-nm-thick Ir layer was
deposited via dc sputtering at 20 mTorr with an argon gas flow of
25 sccm and patterned by a shallow mask with 100, 200, and 400 µm in
diameter as the TE. The schematic structure of GdxOy memristors with
CSA graphene BEs is illustrated in Figure 1d.
Characterization: Following the formation of CSA graphene on PET
substrates, the FE-SEM images were obtained using a JEOL JSM-7500F
system to analyze the surface morphology and cross-sectional view of
the film. The influence of H2 plasma treatment on surface roughness of
CSA graphene films was investigated using a Bruker AXS MultiMode8
AFM system. In addition, Raman spectrum was performed to realize the
quality of CSA graphene using an NT-MDT Raman microscopy system at
473 nm and a spot size of 1 µm. Prior to the measurement, the spectrum
was calibrated using a reference of Si peak at 520 cm−1. Besides, FTIR
spectroscopy was acquired by Bruker Tensor 27 to identify the chemical
bonds of CSA graphene films with H2 plasma surface modification.
The chemical composition of the films were also examined using
an XPS (K-alpha XPS system with monochromated Al Kα 1486.6 eV
source). Further, the surface potential mappings of H2 plasma surface
modified CSA graphene films were measured by KPFM (Dimension-3100
Multimode, Digital Instruments) with a Pt/Ir-coated tip in tapping
mode. Finally, the carrier mobility and resistivity of the films were
measured by BIO RAD HL5500 Hall-effect measurement system in the
van der Pauw configuration at room temperature. To characterize the
GdxOy memristors with CSA graphene BEs, all samples were biased and
measured by a Keithley 4200 semiconductor characterization system.
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